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Whirlpool washing machine won t spin cycle

Hannah Wahlig Updated December 29, 2018 Whirlpool manufacturers more than 20 types of washer and washer-dryer combinations ranging from high efficiency front loaders to traditional top loading versions. Agitation (movement of clothes from the top to the bottom of the machine during washing), spinning (rotary clothes barrel to remove excess water)
and rinsing (adding clean water to remove detergent) are three elements of washing that must work together to effectively wash the clothes. While certain models come with their own manufacturer-issued troubleshooting manuals, some general guidelines for assessing and repairing common problems with spinning and flushing are consistent in most models.
A washer that will spin, but no rinsing will leave your clothes covered in detergent or suds. First, look at the water valve that supplies water to your machine; disconnected inlet hoses will prevent proper rinsing. Improper rinsing may also result from loose, broken or burned wires due to the wiring of the water valve or washer; disconnect the washer and towed
gently on the wires to see if someone is coming loose. A water temperature switch that carries electricity through the water valve can also break or malfunction, which can be assessed by a Whirlpool repair person. It is also possible that the washer timer is damaged, which will prevent the washing cycle from deepening. A fix for a broken timer could be as
simple as replacing a button or more complex wiring work. The mixer is a tube or pillar in the center of the washer bath; If the mixer is running but the bath does not rotate, determine whether the bath has drain water to activate the rotation cycle. If your clothes are soaking in water at the end of the cycle, the drain hose is likely kinked, preventing the bath from
emptying. If the burning smell accompanies this problem, the pump that activates the draining located in the washer's back panel must be replaced. If your tub is drying, but the clothes are still wet and heavy, check between the inner and outer basket of clothes that are getting lodged and prevent spinning. As a safety feature whirlpool washers do not rotate if
the cover switch is not activated; make sure that the cover is closed properly and that if it is and the wheel cycle is still not activated, you may need to replace the cover switch. If your washer fills properly but neither rotates nor flushes, the most likely problem is with the drive belt, accessed through the rear panel of the washer. If the belt is broken or has
slipped, the engine will not function properly to activate spinning, rinsing and cosming. Although you can replace the belt, it is usually the work of a professional repair person; On many models, belt access requires moving transmission of the engine, and improper rearranging of transmissions can cause further problems. If the washer does not touch, spin
flushing, and it does not appear that filling or drying properly, it is possible for electrical failure. Check the electric panel or fuse box to ensure that the machine becomes energy. Because washers tend to move, it is possible for the electrical wiring to become dislodiced; ensure that the plug is securely plugged into the active power socket. However, if the
engine is running, but the machine does not spin, rinse or excite, it is possible to broken the drive motor connection. Replacing the coupling requires removing the washer cabinet, pump and drive motor; if you are not familiar with washing machine repair, involve the help of a professional. About author Hannah Wahlig began writing and editing professionally
in 2001. Her experience includes a copy of newspapers, magazines and magazines, as well as book editing. She is also a certified lactation consultant. She holds a Bachelor's degree in English from Mount Holyoke College, and a Master's degree in Education and Community Psychology from the University of Massachusetts. I need to know how to fix my
top load of Whirlpool washer that doesn't spin. This is the model number WTW4910XQ0. It worked just fine, and this last load I ran the cover lit up, and it locked, went through the show mode and filled with water and then went through the washing cycle, but wouldn't go into the spin cycle. It will drain the fine. What steps should I take to fix it and clear it
again? When this model top loads whirlpool washer will not spin in most cases it will be the actuator that causes this problem. You will need to unhook the water filling hose from the machine to unplug it and place it down or lean back so you can access the under-side washer. Then you want to remove the belt guard and have a look at the trems and belts,
sometimes the tremry nut will come loose and drop the trems down and cause problems, but you know if it was a problem because it would be horrible noise during the washing cycle and as you say it's washing and drying fine, but it just won't spin then the actuator is probably bad instead of switching from washing to Spin. The drive, which needs to be
replaced, is part number W10006355 and can be purchased from Amazon just click on the image below to order it. Whirlpool washer won't spin repair and actuator replacement instruction video This answer would apply to all the model numbers listed below MVWC200XW2, MVWC200XW3, MVWC300XW0, MVWC300XW1, MVWC300XW2, MVWC350AW0,
MVWC350AW1, MVWC360AW0, MVWC400XW0, MVWC400XW1, MVWC400XW2, MVWC400XW3, MVWC400XW4, MVWC450XW0, MVWC450XW1, MVWC450XW2, MVWC450XW3, MVWC450XW4, MVWX500XL0, MVWX500XL1, MVWX500XL2, MVWX500XW0, MVWX500XW1, MVWX500XW2, MVWX550XW0, MVWX550XW1, MVWX550XW2,
MVWX5SPAW0, MVWX600XL0, MVWX600XL1, MVWX600XW0, MVWX600XW1, MVWX600XW2, MVWX700AG0, MVWX700XL0, MVWX700XL1, MVWX700XL2, MVWX700XW0, MVWX700XW1, MVWX700XW2 , NTW4600YQ0, NTW4501XQ0, NTW4600YQ0, NTW4600YQ0, NTW4601XQ0, NTW4610YQ0, NTW4630YQ0, NTW4650YQ0,
NTW4700YQ0, NTW4700YQ1, NTW4750YQ0, NTW4750YQ1, RTW4640YQ0, RTW4640YQ1, RTW4740YQ0, WTW4700YQ0, WTW4750YQ0, WTW4750YQ1, WTW4800XQ0, WTW4800XQ1, WTW4800XQ2, WTW4800XQ4, WTW4820XQ0, WTW4850XQ0, WTW4850XQ1, WTW4850XQ3, WTW4880AW0, WTW4880AW1, WTW4900AW0,
WTW4910XQ0, WTW4910XQ1, WTW4910XQ3, WTW4930XW0, WTW4930XW1, WTW4930XW3, WTW4950XW0, WTW4950XW1, WTW4950XW2, WTW4950XW3, WTW5500XL0, WTW5500XL1, WTW5500XL2, WTW5500XW0, WTW5500XW1, WTW5500XW2, WTW5500XW3, WTW5550XW0, WTW5550XW1, WTW5550XW2, WTW5550XW3,
WTW5600XW0, WTW5600XW1, WTW5600XW2, WTW5600XW3, WTW5610XW0, WTW5610XW1, WTW5610XW2, WTW5610XW3, WTW5640XW0, WTW5640XW1, WTW5640XW2, WTW5640XW3, WTW5700AC0, WTW5700XL0, WTW5700XL1 , WTW5700XW2, WTW5700XL3, WTW5700XW0, WTW5700XW1, WTW5700XW2, WTW5700XW3
Common Solutions: Washer will not be spin01 - Drive BeltInspect disk strap to determine whether it is damaged or if loose to loose. If the drive belt is broken or loose, replace it. The most common solution02 - ClutchSoas assembly makes the connection between the transmission and the inner bath. This helps the bath gradually get up to proper spin speed.
If the clutch is worn, it may prevent the tub from spinning. The clutch is not repairable if the clutch is worn, replace it. The most common solution03 - The drive motor motor may be damaged. However, the drive motor is rarely the fault of this symptom. Before replacing the drive motor, first inspect all the most frequently damaged components of the washer. If
none of these components are damaged, consider replacing the drive motor. To determine that the drive motor is damaged, first make sure that the engine becomes power. If the drive motor hums but does not work, is noisy, or does not rotate freely, replace it. The most common solution04 - TransmissionPascal transmission may be worn or damaged.
Transmissions are gears for those that may fail causing the washer not to spin. However, this is almost never the case. Before replacing the transmission, first inspect all other parts of the most frequently damaged parts. The most common solution05 - Door lockSp out the door strike kit to find damage. If the door strike is damaged, replace it. The door strike
cannot be repaired if it is damaged, it must be replaced. The most common solution we carry more than 4 million parts of over 175 major brands, so chances are, we've got the share you need. SHOP PARTS WASHER won't spin? Before panicking, you should try a few simple troubleshooting steps. Read our complete guide to find out who they are, the
things to consider, and when to call a pro. Disclaimer: REthority supports advertising and participation in affiliated programs. We can earn a commission when you click on our link. The information contained in this post is for informational purposes only and as a legal or financial advice. Go to: The washer won't spin the washer repair cost when you call pro
searching for why the washer won't spin and drain water from your clothes is the first step to getting it fixed. Depending on the problem, you might choose to make repairs yourself. Or, to do your work, you can call a professional device repair technician. The washer won't spin if there's a problem with the drive belt or motor, motor connector, cover switch, or
pump. Fortunately, these issues are usually easy to diagnose if you know what you are looking for. Not all washing machine repairs are easy, and some will require a professional. However, there are some that you can safely do yourself with limited tools. We highlight these, their cost, and when to call the pro. Common Reasons Washer Won't Spin This post,
we've outlined the most common reasons the washer won't spin. We have also included instructions on what to look for with each problem. Find out why your washer won't spin. Also find out what type of repair is needed and how much you can expect to pay to get it working again below. Drive strap Miroslav Lukic/Shutterstock Your washing machine drive
belt helps the cylinder motor power by wrapping around the motor and the pulley wheel. If it slips or breaks, the machine can still shake during the washing cycle, but it will not be able to spin. Drive belt could be a problem if: Your washing machine drum bumps during the washing cycle, but don't spin. And your clothes are still soaking wet at the end of the
cycle.  To find out if the drive strap is why your washer won't spin, open the door of the washing machine and try to spin the drums manually. You should feel some resistance. If the drum becomes easy, it could be a drive belt. In this case, you should: Disconnect the washing machine from the socket. You can then open the access panel (see the washer
manual if you are not sure where to find the access panel in the model). You will need a screwdriver to remove the screws from the access panel cover. Next, check to see if the belt (about 1 thick) is still wrapped around the tribly and the motor. It may have popped or slipped off, or it can be very dwindle.  Regain the old belt and replace it. If you have trouble
finding or removing the drive belt, the technician of the professional device repair will be able to do the work quickly. Drive Motor Prophotoo/Shutterstock Another common reason the washer won't spin is the faulty drive motor. Most washing machines have what is called a reversing motor. It moves in one direction to spin back and forth in the direction to
shake. Often the engine will stop working in only one direction, which means that the machine can still arouse even if it does not turn.  Drive Motor could be a problem if: You smell a strange, burning smell or notice sparks under the machine. The coffee maker may spinning or post-bols you. If there is a problem with the engine only spinning in one direction,
you will need to have the engine completely replaced. Some motors have carbon brushes inside them that wear out over time and may need to be replaced but do not require a full engine replacement. Replacing the drive motor does not work for some inexperienced. These induction-type motors are dangerous to work with and can cause electric shocks, so
call a professional for any work that will require working with the drive motor. A professional can also determine whether the entire engine needs to be replaced, or whether it is cheaper to fix, for example, replacing carbon brushes that will wear out over time.  Engine Connector Nikkytok / Shutterstock Motor connector on the washing machine is made of
plastic and rubber, two materials that over time can be worn out. This part is installed on the washing machine direct drive transmission and motor shaft.  Motor Coupler could be a problem if: the washer will not spin or shake, but is still filled with water and sewage. There could be a loud buzzing sound when the washing machine engine is running.  Motor
connectors are cheap to replace (around $20), but getting them need to eliminate the entire drive motor and forcing the old connector off before mounting a new one. This includes opening the access panel, opening the washing machine cabinet, and removing the drain pump and drive motor. Then everything has to be put back exactly as it was.  Although it
is a simple work of a device repair technician, it can be a dangerous and complex job for DIYers. Why? Because electrical devices can hold the electrical charge even after disconnection. Consider hiring a professional to replace the mechanical connector if this seems to be a problem with your washing machine.  Cover switch Bk87/Shutterstock Washing
machine cover switch is a guard that pastes out of the machine's operation while the lid is open. If the switch fails, it no longer makes the connection, which allows the engine to start working. It will not work because without a connection, the machine thinks the lid is still open. replacing the switch often resolves this problem. A cover switch could be a problem
if: the washing machine would not disguise without twisting or emptying water from the bath. The machine may not work at all if the cover switch is the culprit.  Before you go to more engaging testing, you can try to quickly identify what can solve your cover switch problem. The cover switch may be dirty enough to prevent it from connecting. Disconnect the
washing machine and locate the lid switch where the lid fits the machine body.  Soak some cotton swabs in white vinegar and carefully clean the switch. Make sure you don't leave the cotton fiber attached to the switch. Plug the washing machine back in and see if Problem. If cleaning the switch doesn't fix the problem, you might need to change it. If you have
a multimeter, you can check it yourself to see if power is delivered.  Disconnect the washing machine and locate the lid switch. Remove the cover switch (you may need to open the washing machine housing to access the full switch).  Set the multimeter to Rx1 and tap both probes on the switch terminals. You should get a reading zero that indicates
continuity. If you do not receive a zero reading, the cover switch will need to be replaced.  The Broken Pump Ekipaj/Shutterstock Pump on your washer moves the water into the machine to the drainage glacier, allowing the bath to fill. When the water reaches the loop or the hose bend due to pump operation, it moves from the drain. A failed pump will cause
water unable to drain out of the bath.  Pump could be a problem if: If your clothes are soaking wet when you pull them out of the bath, and it's still filled with water, a pump (or pump belt) might be a problem.  You can find out if the pump has a problem with: Unplug the washing machine. Open the access panel.  Identify the pump and see if it becomes loose
when you loosen the tension from the pump belt that is wrapped around it.  If the pump belt is worn or broken, it is probably the extent of the problem. It will have to be replaced.  If the pump does not rotate freely or does not rotate at all, you will need to have the pump removed and replaced.  If the pump turns out to be an issue, the machine will have to be
sued before the pump can be replaced. The professional can empty the bath and replace the pump and/or pump belt for you.  Repair costs When the washer will not spin New Africa / Shutterstock If you call a professional to repair your washing machine, it is good to know what kind of costs you can expect to pay for parts and work. Here are the national
average washing machine repair and labor costs. Service call fee: $40 to $100 Drive strap replacement: $5 to $50 for belt + work Motor replacement: $150 to $300 for engine + working drainage hose replacement: $3 to $30 for hose + work pump replacement: $35 to $200 for pump + working Motor connector replacement: $5 to $20 for connector + work
repair technician hourly rate: $80 to $100 per hour after diagnosis, although it is certainly cheaper to buy the necessary parts and try to fix the issue on your own, professional can ensure the correct parts are ordered and installed properly. They can also finish the job much faster than someone does it for the first time. After all, they are professionals who see
these same issues every day. Many device repair companies offer free advice to diagnose the problem and just start charging an hourly rate (or flat rates - be sure to ask who) after they start Repair.  Washer Is Not Spin? Call a Pro! Parilov/Shutterstock If you call a professional, if your washing machine doesn't spin? Most of the time, you should rely on a
trained and experienced device technician. The washing machine will not spin these common reasons. This can help prevent and fix repairs that will need to be made before you call repair technology. You can let the device repair technician know what you believe the problem is and save a little time to get directly to the question. Some of the reasons the
washer won't spin is easy to fix that you can do safely with limited tools such as cleaning the lid switch connectors or replacing a worn or damaged drive belt. However, any work that requires working with a drive motor that contains an electric capacitor that holds the charge even after the machine is disconnected, is best left professional. To contact the pro
service, simply enter your information in the above form and you will be paired with one or more local device repairers. It's super easy and takes less than 30 seconds. Click on FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS If the washing machine fills in but doesn't spin, your either have a broken lid switch, broken belt, or broken engine. A broken belt is the most
common reason for a washer that does not spin. A properly functioning belt provides resistance, so if the cylinder does not turn, the belt is likely to be worn or broken. If the washer is not draining or spinning, you could have the object presented in the drain. If it doesn't spin, the engine could be bad. You might also like: For example:
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